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                To the Editor
The ranking of scientists is largely based on J. E. Hirsch's index1 to measure â€œan individual's scientific research outputâ€�. If a researcher's papers are ranked in descending order by the number of times cited, cr, where r = 1, 2, ... N, then the Hirsch index, h, is the maximum r such that cr â‰¥ r. This measure boasts one clear advantage over the total number of citations, C, as a measure of scientific productivity: it doesn't require knowledge of a scientist's complete citation record. Unfortunately, although it reasonably ignores the tail of the citation record, its major drawback is that it neglects a researcher's most cited works2,3 â€” giving it a reputation as an imprecise, but nonetheless useful metric of scientific productivity4.
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                    Figure 1: Plot of h/âˆšC versus âˆšC for a sample of researchers from physics and complex systems, extracted from the Web of Science database.[image: ]


Figure 2: Plot of o versus h for the same sample of scientists as in Fig. 1.[image: ]
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